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UKZN researchers
involved in SKA
astronomy project
T

HE recent awarding of the
major component of the R26
billion rand Square Kilometre
Array (SKA) mega radio telescope to
South Africa will open doors to a
wealth of new knowledge and the
promise of exciting new job and
study opportunities.
Researchers at UKZN’s
Astrophysics and Cosmology
Research Unit (ACRU) have been
working closely with the South
African SKA Project (SASKAP)
since its inception nearly a decade
ago and the unit now hosts a node of
the SASKAP astronomy
undergraduate bursary
programmes that will train the next
generation of South African
astronomers.
The SASKAP postgraduate
bursary programme had previously
funded three doctoral and two
masters students who graduated
through their cutting-edge research
in astrophysics and cosmology
supervised by ACRU researchers.
Currently, two doctoral students and
one masters student at UKZN are
working on SASKAP-funded
research.
South Africa will be the majority
partner in the SKA telescope project
and is set to host two out of the three
antennae sites in collaboration with
eight other African countries. This
project will involve the construction
of 3000 dishes, which will operate in
unison to become the most sensitive
radio telescope in the world.
The SKA will be used to
construct a picture of the cosmos in
radio waves. Because light travels at
a fixed speed, the light from distant
celestial objects detected on earth
today was emitted in the distant
past, allowing astronomers to
effectively look back in time.
The SKA project will bring
significant international investment

Dr Caroline Zunckel

Professor Kavilan Moodley

to South Africa. With a building cost
estimated at about R25 billion rand
and running costs of about 10% of
that per year for 30 years, South
Africa can expect a notable boost in
its economy. Furthermore, the
substantial investment the
government has made in astronomy
over the last few years is expected to
pay off in terms of human capacity
development.
South Africa’s selection to play a
part in the leadership of this
international collaboration will also
raise the profile of the South
African astronomy community.
South Africa will head a global
community of researchers and can
expect an influx of world-class
experts into the country,
strengthening the pool of academics
involved in the training of the next
generation of South African
astronomers. The SKA project will
also make huge strides in terms of
promoting the study of science and
mathematics to school learners.
ACRU researchers Dr Caroline
Zunckel and Professor Kavilan
Moodley are closely involved with
several key MeerKAT (the extension
of KAT-7 to 64 radio dishes i.e.,

"More" KAT) projects that will come
online in the next few years
Zunckel attended the former
University of Natal
(Pietermaritzburg) earning a BSc
(Hons) in 2003. She then enrolled at
the National Astrophysics and
Space Science Programme (NASSP)
masters course in 2004 and
completed an MSc in 2005 at the
University of Cape Town.
In 2008 she received a PhD in
Astrophysics (Cosmology) from the
University of Oxford in England
and worked for about 18 months as a
postdoctoral researcher in the
Astrophysics Department at
Princeton University in the United
States before returning to UKZN as
a postdoctoral researcher in the
School of Mathematics. She is now a
lecturer in the School of Chemistry
and Physics and an ACRU
researcher.
A lecturer in the School of
Mathematics, Computer Science
and Statistics, Moodley’s research
interest is in the area of cosmology
and involves confronting
cosmological theories with
observational data from large
telescope projects.

INSPIRING GREATNESS

COLUMN:
The UKZN Griot
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On 25 May it was announced that the SKA
telescope would be split over Africa and Australia
with a major share of the telescope destined to be
built in South Africa. The announcement was
made at Schiphol Airport in The Netherlands.
South Africa and its eight partner countries –
Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius,
Mozambique, Namibia and Zambia – have been
working on the bid to host the SKA since 2003.

An artist’s impression of the SKA dishes.
CREDIT: SKA ORGANISATION/TDP/DRAO/SWINBURNE ASTRONOMY PRODUCTIONS.

SKA dishes by night.
CREDIT: SKA ORGANISATION/TDP/DRAO/SWINBURNE ASTRONOMY PRODUCTIONS.
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USA internship
for CCMS student
MELISSA MUNGROO

‘T

WO words describe my
current state of being right
now: excitement and anxiety,’
beamed Mr Siyasanga Tyali.
A postgraduate student from the
Centre for Communication, Media and
Society (CCMS), Tyali is set to begin a
four-month intensive internship at the
Centre for Communications
Programmes (CCP) within Johns
Hopkins University in Baltimore in the
United States.
According to Tyali, the internship
is an added benefit of being a Ford
Foundation International Fellow for
the 2011/2012 period.
‘It’s my first trip out of South Africa
and to the United States. Of course,
leaving the country for the first time
involves both exciting and nerve
racking feelings. I guess I’m in that
part of my life where I can now say I’m
nervous about going yet excited about
leaving,’ he said.
Tyali, a Masters of Social Science
student, will audit some of the CCP’s
health communication courses and
work on African-based radio projects.
‘I have huge expectations for this
internship. It’s an opportunity to work
with world-class health
communications experts. The CCP’s
South African office has created and
contributed to the successful
Intersexions, Sex Tips 4 Girls and
Brothers for Life among other projects.
‘The CCP has offices throughout the
world and learning about
Entertainment-Education from
experts is definitely a once-in-a-life
time opportunity.’
Tyali will also participate in this
month’s 25th annual Leadership in
Strategic Health Communications
workshop in Baltimore. The event
draws select health communications
practitioners from across the globe.

MELISSA MUNGROO

CCMS Masters student Mr Siyasanga Tyali will embark on a four-month internship at the Johns Hopkins
University of Baltimore in the United States later this year.

Convocation Executive members elected
SITHEMBILE SHABANGU
NEW UKZN Convocation Executive
Committee members were elected
at Convocation’s recent Annual
General Meeting on the Westville
campus attended by more than 130
alumni.
This is an institutional event
organised by the Alumni Relations
Office of the Corporate Relations
Division and the voting process is
administered by the Registrar’s
Office.
Mr Fanle Sibisi was elected as
the new Convocation President
while two Council representatives
and six Convocation Executive
members were also elected. Mr
Sibisi graduated in 2007 with a
Bachelor of Administration degree.
Vice-Chancellor and Principal
Professor Malegapuru Makgoba
urged Convocation members to give
back to the University. ‘UKZN’s
alumni have the loyalty and
devotion to create scholarships for
our students in desperate need to
obtain a Higher Education
qualification. Our country needs
engineers, accountants, doctors and
scientists among others. You can do
it,’ said Makgoba.

Women’s
health
and AIDS
activism
explored

Newly elected Convocation
President, Mr Fanle Sibisi.
He reminded the audience that
Convocation was the largest
stakeholder grouping at the
University (UKZN has over 140 000
alumni) and was an important voice

for change in the future of the
Institution.
He also thanked alumni for
attending the event and having an
interest in the University. ‘I admire
the depth of your commitment.
Some of you here this evening
obtained your degrees almost four
decades ago. And yet, you grace the
alumni events with zest and
enthusiasm. Thank you.’
Makgoba outlined the history of
the University and thanked
individuals and families who had
made and continued to make
donations to the University. He said
each campus had its own rich
history to tell.
He acknowledged Mr TB Davis
who donated a substantial sum of
money in memory of his son
Howard to construct the Howard
College building; missionaries Mr
Alan Taylor and Mr James McCord
who fought tirelessly to establish
the medical school; the Joosub
Family Trust which made a
generous donation towards the
development of the Westville
campus, and the Campbell family
who bequeathed the family home
and the Killie Campbell library
with priceless collections and the

Convocation
Executive
President and Chair:
Mr Fanle Sibisi
Convocation Representatives
on Council:
Mr Thokozani Magwaza
Mr Sammy Mashita
Elected Members:
Ms Thembeka Dlungwane
Mr Sbu Gumbi
Ms Bavelile Hlongwa
Mr Sifiso Mncube
Ms Joy Ndlovu
Ms Bandile Xaba
best African art collections in the
southern hemisphere.
Former Convocation President,
Mr Sandile Ngcobo, extended his
thanks to Convex and the
University stakeholders for the
valuable support during his term of
office. ‘I thank you from the bottom
of my heart. You have helped me
grow in my leadership position,’ he
said.
The meeting concluded with
refreshments and musical
entertainment.

POSTDOCTORAL Fellow at UKZN’s
School of Built Environment and
Development Studies, Dr Mandisa
Mbali, recently presented her
research on AIDS Activism and the
Politics of Women’s Health in South
Africa.
Mbali told assembled colleagues
and graduate students from the
School at a forum on the Howard
College campus that ‘women
activists have shaped the design and
implementation of sexual and
reproductive health policies in
South Africa in changing ways over
time’.
Her talk outlined the history of
women’s health and AIDS activism
in South Africa since 1994, saying
women activists living openly with
HIV in the 1990s were socially and
politically marginalised both within
many mixed-gender AIDS NGOs
and the country’s women’s
movement.
‘These civil society groups were,
therefore, relatively silent on the
shortcomings of health policy in
relation to the needs of HIV-positive
women. The lack of comprehensive
health policies addressing the needs
of women living with HIV in the
1990s was paradoxical because it
was a decade where sexual and
reproductive rights were
increasingly being written into
South African law, including the
country’s Constitution,’ she said.
Mbali situated her own research
in an emerging body of literature on
women’s sexual and reproductive
health activism in South Africa.
Common themes expressed in this
literature include the needs for:
• Revitalisation of the sexual and
reproductive health movement
• More comprehensive counseling for
women patients on sexual and
reproductive medical tests and
procedures
• Greater input by women’s health
activists into health policy-making
• Costing and planning for a
comprehensive set of women’s
health interventions to be
incorporated into plans for a
National Health Insurance (NHI)
scheme.
Her presentation was based on
portions of research profiled in her
book South African AIDS Activism
and Global Health Politics, which
she is completing under contract to
Palgrave Macmillan.

Dr Mandisa Mbali.
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Improving nutrition through
staple foods throughout Africa
LUNGA MEMELA

D

ELEGATES from African
and European countries met
in Durban recently under the
auspices of UKZN for the fourth
annual meeting of the European
Union (EU)-funded project,
Improved Nutrition through Staple
Foods in Africa (INSTAPA).
Addressing malnutrition in
developing countries, INSTAPA is a
five-year collaborative project
consisting of seven work packages
designed to achieve its goals.
The project has found that
malnutrition – especially
deficiencies of micronutrients such
as iron, zinc and vitamin A – hinders
progress towards achieving most of
the Millennium Development Goals.
The seven INSTAPA work packages
address different aspects of its main
aim which is to improve the quality
of the staple foods consumed in
resource constrained areas in subSaharan Africa.
Different work packages take
responsibility for improving
agricultural practices and food
processing to improve the
nutritional content of staple foods.
Others deal with health and safety
issues for pregnant women and
infants, and assess the benefits for
developing children. All work
packages search for ways to sustain
the improved nutrition.
The INSTAPA partners
contribute towards building
research capacity to address these
issues by including PhD and
Masters level students in their
research programmes and by
strengthening scientific and
technological collaboration across
countries.
Dr Jane Kvalsvig of UKZN’s

Discipline of Public Health is the
principal investigator for Work
Package 6 which has been assessing
the cognitive development of
children six months and older
receiving micronutrient

US delegation visits
McCord Hospital
EMMA-LOUISE MACKIE
A delegation from Washington in the
United States has visited the
PEPFAR-funded Sinikithemba
Centre at McCord Hospital in
Durban to observe the remarkable
advancements made in the
treatment and management of HIV
and AIDS in South Africa over the
past ten years.
The group included Mr Donald
Gips, United States Ambassador to
South Africa, as well as US Senators
Mr Tom Harkin (D-Iowa), Mr Tom
Udall (D-New Mexico), and Mr Roger
Wicker (R-Mississippi). Director of
K-RITH, Dr Bill Bishai, accompanied
the Senators on their tour and
explained some of the challenges
facing a population with such high
incidence of HIV/AIDS infection.
Dr Bishai told the Senators that
South Africa had one of the highest
HIV/ TB co-infection rates in the
world. ‘Fuelled by a high
concentration of HIV positive
individuals with reduced immunity,
and emerging drug-resistant strains
of bacteria causing tuberculosis, the
country has seen an explosive spread
of new TB infections in recent
years.’

Bishai reminded the delegation
of the words of former President
Nelson Mandela: ‘We cannot win the
battle against AIDS if we do not also
fight TB. TB is too often a death
sentence for people with AIDS.’
The Senators learned that
surprisingly little is known about
this disease combination, which is
very difficult and time consuming to
treat.
Bishai said new diagnostics tools,
more effective treatments, and
advancements in vaccine research
were desperately needed to devise
more successful ways to combat and
manage TB and the high prevalence
of TB/ HIV co-infection. K-RITH was
set up specifically to tackle these
problems.
Through a unique collaboration
between the Howard Hughes
Medical Research Institute in
Maryland, USA and the University of
KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, KRITH was bringing together top class
scientists to study this disease in an
environment where solutions were
most needed. ‘It is hoped that this
collaboration will lead to major
scientific contributions to the
worldwide effort to contain the
spread of TB and HIV,’ said Bishai.

supplementation (with and without
iron) in the Kenyan-based
programme. The project staff has
enrolled more than 300 mothers and
children into the study, and the
researchers have trained

fieldworkers and Ministry of
Health staff in Kenya in research
methods and ethics.
Two UKZN paediatricians,
Professor Meera Chhagan and Dr
Shuaib Kauchali, were involved in

the training process and are
monitoring the study. Two of the
four PhD candidates being trained
through Work Package 6 are
enrolled at UKZN, in addition to
several Masters students.

Improving maternal and child
health outcomes in rural KZN
UKZN’s Centre for Rural Health
(CRH) – the first academic
department of rural health in South
Africa – has partnered with the
United Nations Children's Fund
(UNICEF) and the KwaZulu-Natal
Department of Health (DoH) to
support the re-engineering of
primary health care in the province
in an attempt to improve maternal
and child health outcomes.
The partnership, which includes
several projects, recognises that
despite the introduction of many
health care policies and
programmes which support child
health in South Africa as well as
substantial investment in public
health infrastructure, little progress
has been made towards achieving
the improvements in child and
maternal mortality required by the
Millennium Development Goals.
A CRH statement said the
centre’s first project, the KwaZuluNatal Initiative for Newborn Care
(KINC), would support and improve
the quality of neo-natal care at
district level hospitals in the
KwaZulu-Natal districts of
eThekwini, Ilembe, Ugu,
Umkhanyakude, Umzinyathi and
Zululand, building on previous
UNICEF/CRH experiences in
strengthening neo-natal care in the

Dr Bernhard Gaede.
Limpopo province.
‘In a rural, under-resourced
hospital in Limpopo, namely
Malamulele District Hospital there
is a commitment to saving babies’
lives. Support given to the hospital
by the UNICEF and DOH includes
the provision of better training of
nurses and the inclusion of low-cost
techniques such as Kangaroo Care.
This simple strategy involves
keeping underweight babies in
close, skin-to-skin contact with their
mothers. It strengthens family
bonds, keeps the baby’s temperature
constant – and enables mothers to
quickly detect any onset of fever.’

KINC activities for 2011 included
training of Health professionals,
ensuring there were outreach teams
in every district, providing relevant
policies and protocols to improve
newborn care, improving facilities,
equipment and staffing for newborn
care (Norms and Standards) and
strengthening referral and
transport services.
Dr Bernhard Gaede, Director of
the CRH, said: “In the current
context of multiple policy
developments in the health sector,
such as the re-engineering of
primary health care and the
introduction of the National Health
insurance, the partnership between
us and UNICEF allows us to start to
unpack how these developments
will affect rural communities and
women and children in particular.
‘The information coming out of
the projects in the partnership,
including the Rapid Appraisal of
resources at community level and
the ISIS Framework, not only
impacts on the individual lives of
people but also influences policy
and advocacy.’
The CRH says child mortality in
South Africa is high, estimated at 62
per 1 000 live births in 2009, and
there has been no improvement
since 1990.
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UKZN professor scores role
in Afrikaans TV soapie
MELISSA MUNGROO

U

KZN’s multi-talented
Professor Suria Govender is
appearing in the Afrikaans
TV soapie, 7de Laan, playing
Asha’s mom, Mrs Sharma, who
goes to Johannesburg to visit her
daughter who
has found
a job
there.

‘Mrs Sharma is very protective
when she finds her daughter
succumbing to the charms of the
handsome Sanjay especially as
mom has her sights set on Asha’s
childhood friend who having just
returned from studying at Harvard
is a very suitable, prospective sonin-law,’ Govender explained.
Govender auditioned for the
role and was ecstatic when
she got it. Amid juggling
her son’s wedding and
her PhD studies in
Higher

Education, she proved she had it in
her to strike a balance and deliver a
stellar performance.
She worked 12-hour filming days
and also spent many weekends on
set either in Johannesburg or
Durban. While comparing her
experiences on the set of 7de Laan
with that of the movie, For Better or
Worse, she said, ‘Being sensitive to
many cameras and being given the
next day’s script when you left
the 7de Laan set each evening,
was very different to single
camera shoots with the
complete script available
from the first day. All in
all both were extremely
demanding acting
experiences.’
Govender said the
creation of Mrs
Sharma illustrated the
scriptwriters of the
soapie did their

homework because they wrote her
character as a modern Indian mom
and not necessarily stereotypically
Indian in attitude or dress.
‘I’d rather think of my character
as any mom – Afrikaans, Indian or
Zulu – who keeps an eye out for a
good match but loves her daughter
enough not to force her to do
anything,’ she said.
Asked about working alongside
veteran actors Kajal Bagwandeen,
Usha Khan and Strini Pillay,
Govender said, ‘I’ve played Kajal’s
mom before and we know each
other well as both of us are very
active in the dance world. I enjoyed
working with Strini Pillay
especially as I was his lecturer at
the former University of Durban
Westville’s Drama Department and
we had a great time rehearsing
together.’
Govender’s first appearance in
the soapie was on 28 May.

UKZN’s multi-talented Professor Suria Govender
recently appeared on the hit South African
Afrikaans soapie 7de Laan. Together here are
(from left) Mrs Usha Khan (Aunt Rishna); Ms
Kajal Bagwandeen (Asha) and Professor Suria
Govender (Asha’s mom).

CLASS OF ‘62 ALL IN FINE FETTLE
SALLY FROST
IN 1962 seven men and a woman
graduated from the
Pietermaritzburg campus of the
then University of Natal with
Bachelor of Agriculture degrees,
majoring in animal husbandry.
Fifty years later, the same group
reconvened to mark this historic
milestone and share fond
memories of their old stomping
ground. For as Class member Dr
Jeremy (Jebs) Grant said: ‘Those
were the times of our lives!’
Of the eight 1962 graduates,
seven made the reunion, coming
from as far afield as Tasmania and
Zimbabwe for the special occasion.
They were Mr John Baxter, Mr Eric
Hulbert, Dr Jeremy Grant, Dr Iona
Stewart (nee Wise), Mr Barend
Poortenaar, Mr Malcolm Bennett
and Mr Stan Parsons. The only
person from the original class
unable to join the reunion was Mr
Paul Goodwin of Zimbabwe.
To make up the numbers, Mr
Eddie Meyer joined the group as an
‘honorary’ member, for as he said:
‘I was the only Dairy Science major,
and I knew these rogues all the way
through.’
After excited greetings, the
stories were soon flowing. Stewart,
who organised the reunion,
recalled that she was the only
woman student in AgFac at the
time, and had to get special
dispensation to leave the women’s
residence at four in the morning to
milk the cows.
Parson’s memories centre
around ‘sitting on the steps of
Rabie Saunders, doing nothing,
and solving the problems of the
world’. He recalled how in 1962 the
lawns in front of the Rabie
Saunders building stretched out
towards the highway and the open
veld beyond. ‘There were none of
the trees that there are now. The
landscape has changed

enormously. But the inside of the
building is still exactly the same.’
To mark the occasion, Grant,
who spent 22 years in agricultural
research and a further 20 as Deputy
Director of the Zimbabwean
Commercial Farmers’ Union, gave
a presentation titled: Commercial
Agricultural Production in
Zimbabwe and the Effect of Land
Reform.
In this he shared both his
academic research and his
personal experiences of the
catastrophic effect of land reform
on commercial agricultural
production in Zimbabwe over the
past 10 years.
Having paid their respects to
AgFac, the group went to the Royal
Show Grounds for a grand reunion
lunch sponsored by the Royal
Agricultural Society, and to build
up a new set of rich and happy
memories. A wider gathering of
agricultural graduates of the time
was held at Merrivale.

The Class of ‘62 Animal Husbandry graduates who restaged an
historic photograph taken 50 years ago on the steps of the Rabie
Saunders Building – (from left, back) Mr John Baxter, Mr Eric Hulbert,
Mr Eddie Meyer, (middle) Mr Jebs Grant, Dr Iona Stewart (nee Wise),
Mr Barend Poortenaar, (front) Mr Malcolm Bennett and Mr Stan
Parsons.

UKZN PhD
candidate
awarded a
scholarship
from IAEA
MARYANN FRANCIS
MRS Helen Mulol, a PhD candidate
at UKZN’s Department of
Paediatrics and Child Health, has
been awarded a doctoral scholarship
from the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA).
Mulol together with staff and
students from the School of Clinical
Medicine recently attended a
meeting of the IAEA in Vienna. The
objective of the meeting was to coordinate the activities of PhD
candidates awarded doctoral
scholarships from the IAEA to
conduct studies on breast milk
intake of young infants using stable
isotope techniques.
The candidates represented
seven countries – Burkina Faso,
India, Jamaica, Kenya, Sri Lanka,
South Africa and Thailand. Mulol
was accompanied by her supervisor,
internationally renowned
paediatrician, Professor Anna
Coutsoudis.
Mulol’s dissertation is titled: A
Longitudinal Study of Breast Milk
Intake Volumes in African Infants
in a Typical Urban Disadvantaged
South African Community. The
study location is in Cato Manor,
Durban, and the research aims to
determine volumes of breast milk
and other liquids consumed by
African infants over a period of 14
days. This is carried out at five time
points after birth – six weeks, three
months, six months, nine months
and 12 months. Mothers enrolled in
the research project attend a breast
feeding peer counseling
programme at the Cato Manor
Clinic.
‘The World Health Organization
has set Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) which seek to reduce
the under-five mortality rate by twothirds by 2015,’ said Mulol. ‘A Lancet
study stated that of the 10.8 million
children who die each year under
the age of five, 41 percent are found
in sub-Saharan Africa (4.4 million)
and South Africa accounts for 77 000
of these deaths. A subsequent
article on child survival concludes
that there is strong evidence to show
that exclusive breast feeding for the
first six months of life and
continued breast feeding for 6-11
months reduces the incidences of
diarrhoea and pneumonia which
are major contributors to infant
morbidity and mortality.’

Ubonga izifundo zakhe
ngokuphumelela umphathi
PROFESSOR KRIBEN PILLAY
UMNU Sembe Makhaola, oyiDepot
Manager eMaluti Mountain
Brewery eMaseru eLesotho ubeka
ukuphumelela kweDepho yakhe
yokuthola indondo yeDepot of the
Year 2011-2012 kumsebenzi
nezifundo azithole eNyuvesi
ngesikhathi enza izifundo zakhe
zePostgraduate Diploma in
Leadership e-UKZN.
IDepho iyingxenye yenkampani
enkulu yeSAB Miller.
UMakhaola uthi obekubalulekile
kakhulu kuyena bekuwumsebenzi
awenze noSolwazi Kriben Pillay,
laphe abemgqugquzela khona
ukwenza ucwaningo ngaye ukuze
azikhulise ebuholeni bakhe
njengomuntu.
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UKZN professor
addresses Vatican on
avoidable blindness
A

SSOCIATE Professor at
UKZN’s Discipline of
Optometry, former antiapartheid activist, political prisoner
and internationally celebrated
public health leader, Professor Kovin
Naidoo, recently returned from the
Vatican in Rome where he was a
guest speaker at a special session on
blindness prevention.
Naidoo, is also the Africa Chair of
the International Agency for the
Prevention of Blindness (IAPB) and
Global Programmes Director of the
International Centre for Eyecare
Education (ICEE).
Naidoo was privileged to be
hosted by the Vatican which
included reserved seating for an
audience with the Pope.
His Excellency Zygmunt
Zimowski, President of the
Pontifical Council for Health Care
Workers and President of the Good
Samaritan Foundation ( The Holy
See), invited Naidoo to attend The
Non-Sighted Person: Master, I See
again (MK 10:51) conference held on
4/5 May 2012.
Professor Gullapalli (Nag) Rao,
Chair of the ICEE, and Dr Serge
Resnikoff, Senior Consultant for the
Brien Holden Vision Institute also
attended. The conference was
sponsored by the Pontifical Council
for Health Care Foundation – The
Good Samaritan – in collaboration
with CBM Italy Onlus.
The conference took place within
the framework of the Good
Samaritan Foundation which was
instituted by Pope John Paul II with
the aim of providing economic
support to those most in need and, in
particular, people afflicted by
HIV/AIDS, who ask for a gesture of
support from the Church.
‘I felt truly honoured to be
invited to attend a conference at the
Vatican. I was also humbled to be
invited by His Excellency Zygmunt
Zimowski for what was an
enlightening conference – bringing
science and religion together,
discussing the main causes of
avoidable blindness, and legislative

Optometry lecturer
presents PhD
research in Dublin
LUNGA MEMELA
‘AN unforgettable experience’ – is
how Mrs Diane van Staden,
Optometry lecturer and PhD
candidate in the College of Health
Sciences, describes presenting her
research at the European Academy
of Optometry and Optics’ (EAOO)
Annual Conference in Dublin,
Ireland.
The conference united more than
230 people working in optometry
and optics from 29 countries. Van
Staden’s PhD was one of 70 poster
presentations featured.
Her study is titled: An evaluation
of a multi-partner development
initiative in the establishment of an
undergraduate optometry training
programme for Portuguesespeaking Africa: the Mozambique
Eye Care Project Implementation
Lessons.
The study is a contribution to the
Mozambique Eyecare Project
(MEP), which is the first
Portuguese-language optometry

programme in Africa.
MEP is a unique institutional
collaboration which was initiated in
February 2009 with the first cohort
of undergraduate students
beginning classes at Lúrio
University in northern
Mozambique. To date, nine
optometrists, either Portuguese or
Spanish speaking, have been
recruited from Spain, Portugal and
Colombia.
Van Staden is pursuing her PhD
through the Dublin Institute of
Technology (DIT), however her
study is also being co-supervised by
UKZN’s Professor Kovin Naidoo.
Van Staden’s passion to develop
optometry services worldwide
began after she completed her
Bachelor’s degree at UKZN in 1998
and started working at the
International Centre for Eyecare
Education (ICEE) through Irish aid
administered by DIT. She became
an advocate for long-term
sustainable eye-care on the African
continent.

Professor Kovin Naidoo
requirements and models of
prevention against avoidable
blindness.’
Naidoo said the conference was a
boost for blindness prevention
efforts as it clearly outlined the
responsibility of the religious sector
in this extremely important struggle
to ensure that no human being was
deprived of social, economic or
educational opportunities because
society failed them in preventing
avoidable blindness or failed to
guarantee them the appropriate
rights when they become blind from
unavoidable causes, said Naidoo.
The two-day conference provided
a forum which reflected on pastoral
care of the blind and was an
opportunity for speakers of
theological-pastoral, medicalscientific, educational and social
persuasions to outline practical
approaches to the need for support
and treatment of non-sighted
people.
The conference built on a
framework of a theological theme

with an ‘analysis on the
representation of the blind person
in Holy Scripture and the Church’s
historic concern for people who are
blind as well as the approach to
blindness in other religions’. This
was followed by contributions from
industry experts on the scientific,
social, political, economic and
legislative requirements of the topic
under consideration.
In addition to the technical and
prevention aspects, Naidoo outlined
some key considerations when
global organisations engaged
Africans and the rest of the
developing world on the issue of
spectacle provision stating that
Africans had a right to dignity and
quality care and as such
programmes that forced
inappropriate recycled spectacles
and other such products on them
should not be supported.
This is an edited version of
the statement from the
Communications Office ICEE.

Mrs Diane van Staden – an advocate for long-term sustainable eye-care
in Africa.

Linguistics expert features at Khoisan conference
MELISSA MUNGROO
UKZN linguistics lecturer Ms
Kerry Jones presented her research
on the current state of Khoisan
languages in Southern Africa at a
five-day /A!kunta project
conference held in the Drakensberg
recently.
Jones became involved in the
/A!kunta project, which is aimed at
economically emancipating the
Bushman of southern Africa, when
she met the Director Mr Paul
Herwood in 2011.
‘Khoisan languages are the
language of the first peoples of the
planet, according to recent DNA
studies. In preserving these
languages we preserve the
Indigenous Knowledge Systems of
the Khoi and San people,’ said
Jones.
Her presentation also
highlighted measures that could be
taken to ensure the preservation of
certain Khoisan languages that
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were specific to the groups
represented and NGOs present at
the meeting.
Jones invited students Ms
Monwabisi Mhlophe, Ms Jacqui
Carlyle and Ms Barbara Biasizzo to
the conference as she felt it was a
golden opportunity for them to
observe, learn and engage with
NGOs and community members.
‘It was a good experience to meet
with community members and to
actually see their reactions on the
work being done on the
preservation of their language,’
said Carlyle.
She also enjoyed being able to
network and to meet people – not
necessarily academic researchers –
who work with the upliftment of a
community.
Also in attendance were various
representatives of Khoi and San
groups from around southern
Africa including the Working
Group of Indigenous Minorities in
Southern Africa (WIMSA).

Lecturer Ms Kerry Jones with her students (from left) Ms Barbara Biasizzo; Ms Jacqui Carlyle and Ms
Monwabisi Mhlophe.
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LUNGA MEMELA

S

IXTEEN students have
qualified as the first group of
Occupational Therapy
Technicians (OTTs) in KwaZuluNatal after completing an 18-month
programme which was the result of
a partnership between UKZN and
the KwaZulu-Natal Department of
Health (DoH).
The group, who qualified as
OTTs when they passed the Health
Professions Council of South Africa
(HPCSA) board exam in April 2011,
were congratulated by the
University, DoH, friends and family
during an oath-taking ceremony on
the Westville campus.
HPCSA is the regulating body
for health professions in the
country.
‘It’s a pleasure to welcome you as
the first successes of the
programme,’ said Professor Sabiha
Essack, Dean and Head of the
School of Health Sciences at UKZN.
‘You are going to play a huge role
in pioneering the National Health
System and the re-engineering of
primary health care in South
Africa.’
Essack acknowledged that
health care faced various
challenges in the country and said
there was an urgent need for a
competent workforce.
Mrs Gugulethu Mkhize, a DoH
representative, said KwaZulu-Natal
was the only province in the
country to implement a programme
of this scope.
‘The ceremony is the
culmination of hard work and
dedication,’ said Mkhize, who
emphasised there was a need for
mid-level professionals in South
Africa as they would increase
manpower.
Professor RWE Joubert, Head of
Occupational Therapy at UKZN,
encouraged the OTTs to uphold the
profession and strive for excellence

UKZN produces first
Occupational Therapy
Technicians in KZN

and innovation at all times.
Ms Zama Mtshali, an OTT at
Appelsbosch Hospital in the
UMgungundlovu district, said the

course was difficult at first but they
soon adapted, learning a lot in the
process.
In KwaZulu-Natal, Occupational

Therapy training is offered only at
UKZN, where it is in the form of a
four-year Bachelor qualification
accredited with the HPCSA.

At UKZN, the first generation of
Occupational Therapy Technicians
in the province took an oath to
honour the profession at all times.

Education should
be SA’s priority

A second Masters for passionate maths student

LUKHONA MNGUNI

SALLY FROST

THE Black Management Forum
(BMF) Student Chapter at Howard
College recently hosted a threemember panel discussion to discuss
the future of South Africa.
Panel members were academics
Professor Pearl Sithole and Mr
Tebello Thabane, and masters
student in Development Studies, Mr
Menzi Mthethwa.
The discussion forum was
initiated in order to reflect on
aspects of Vision 2030 proposed by
the National Planning Commission
(NPC). The theme of the discussion
was Building a Capable State, Using
Education as its Foundation.
Well attended and generating a
plethora of views and ideas, the
forum unanimously agreed that
education should be the nation’s
priority and that there was a need to
transform the content of the
education system to reflect and
espouse African values and
teachings. This could be achieved by
– among other things – embracing
African literature and scholarly
work in the curriculum.
The duty of the BMF Student
Chapter is to facilitate discussions
and bring awareness to students of
various issues happening around
the country, especially those of
policy formulation relating to socioeconomic issues. The BMF remains
committed to hosting discussion
forums which are informative,
transformative, inspiring and wellplanned in order to build a thinking
and competent youth in South
Africa.

MR Yibeltal Bayleyegn recorded an
impressive double when he
completed his second Masters
degree through UKZN.
Bayleyegn, whose latest
Masters degree is in Applied
Mathematics, is now settling in to
his PhD.
Born and raised in Dejen,
Ethiopia, he did his BSc degree in
Mathematics at Bahir Dar
University in 2000 and was
immediately employed as a
Graduate Assistant at the
university. He went on to complete
his MSc in Differential Equations at
the Addis Ababa University in 2004.
Bayleyegn said after lecturing
at Bahir Dar University for three
years he moved to Cape Town to
undertake a one-year Postgraduate
Diploma in Mathematical Sciences
in 2008 at the highly respected
African Institute for Mathematical
Sciences (AIMS).
AIMS, which is a joint project of
six universities, builds core

SITHEMBILE SHABANGU
WHAT can a teacher do with a cell
phone? That is the question two
groups of rural teachers - one from
the Vulindlela district of KwaZuluNatal and the other from the
Eastern Cape – have been exploring
particularly in the context of
making cellphilms (mobile phone
films) on issues related to their own
teaching circumstances.
In two-day workshops in April,
teachers learned more about how

Professor Kesh Govinder (left) and Mr Yibeltal Bayleyegn.
mathematical skills in Africa and
introduces students to innovative
scientific topics relevant to a day-today life. ‘The world-class education
and cutting-edge curriculum at
AIMS changed my interest towards
applied mathematics,’ said
Bayleyegn. ‘I was introduced to the

fascinating field of Mathematical
Biology (Applied Mathematics),
and took many courses.’ Bayleyegn
subsequently decided to focus his
research career in this field.
After a stint back home in
Ethiopia, Bayleyegn registered at
UKZN for a Masters degree last

The use of cell phones as teaching tools
they could use their own cell phones
to produce documentaries and
dramas in their classrooms and
communities as well as key aspects
of making films such as planning,
storyboarding, doing the shoot,
being the camera person, being the
Director or an Actor, and working
with titles and credits.
The project is financed by
UKZN's College of Humanities

Strategic Fund, and the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada. It is headed up
by the JL Dube Chair in Rural
Education, Professor Relebohile
Moletsane, and Professor Claudia
Mitchell, an Honorary Professor at
UKZN's School of Education.
In the first phase of the project,
teachers are working in their own
schools and communities, but in the

year under Professor Kesh
Govinder, Dean and Head of the
School of Mathematics, Statistics
and Computer Science.
His research focused on
identifying and modeling the
dynamics of a core cancer subnetwork. Under Govinder’s
supervision, he identified and
modelled some key regulatory
components of the cancer network
at the R-checkpoint during the G1to-S transition of the cell cycle.
‘Understanding and modelling the
dynamics of the concentration
(protein level) of some genes at this
checkpoint has the paramount
advantage for controlling, and
possibly treating, human cancer,’
Bayleyegn explained.
Baylegegn won second prize for
his poster presentation at the 2011
Faculty of Science and
Agriculture’s Postgraduate
Research Day. His enthusiasm for
his topic led him to register for a
PhD in 2012 and he has developed
his Masters research into a PhDlevel problem.
second phase teachers from
KwaZulu-Natal will visit and
network with the teachers from the
Eastern Cape who are working with
Professor Naydene de Lange, the
Chair in HIV and AIDS Education
at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan
University.
Teachers can become ‘film
makers’ in their own classrooms
and – as is being discovered in this
project – they can also develop new
networks with other teachers who
are also producing cellphilms.
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Bible Society leader visits UKZN

Dr Gosnell Yorke (left); UKZN Biblical Hebrew Lecturer, Dr Helen Ethimiadis-Keith and Reverend Dirk Gevers
with some of the students studying Hebrew and Greek at UKZN.

VICKY CROOKES
THE College of Humanities’ School
of Religion, Philosophy and
Classics (SRPC) recently hosted the
regional Head of the Bible Society
of South Africa (BSSA), the
Reverend Dirk Gevers.
This was the first visit by the
BSSA to the School and followed the
Society’s generous donation of
more than 50 Hebrew and Greek
Bibles to UKZN students studying
biblical or classical Hebrew and
Hellenistic Greek.
Dr Gosnell Yorke, a lecturer in
the SRPC and Co-ordinator of the
Bilingualism Project in the School,
came up with the idea for the
donation.
Before joining UKZN, Yorke, who
teaches Hellenistic Greek, served as
the first and only Caribbean-born
translation consultant for the
United Bible Societies (UBS) of
which the BSSA is a member.
During his visit, Gevers met
with the Dean and Head of School,
Professor Isabel Phiri, as well as

Promoting healthy
lifestyles in Durban

First-year students in the MBChB programme do community service during a Wellness Day at the Emmanuel Cathedral.
LUNGA MEMELA

T

HE College of Health
Sciences was a partner in the
presentation of a Wellness
Day held at the Emmanuel

Cathedral in Durban.
The cathedral held a candle
lighting ceremony in memory of all
those who have died from HIV and
AIDS and other diseases and
encouraged people to get screened

Manager attributes success to leadership
PROFESSOR KRIBEN PILLAY
MR Sempe Makhaola, a Depot
Manager at the Maluti Mountain
Brewery in Maseru, Lesotho,
attributes his Depot’s success in
winning the Depot of the Year
Award for 2011-2012 to the
knowledge and practical experience
he gained while studying towards a
Postgraduate Diploma in
Leadership at UKZN. The brewery
is a subsidiary of the corporate

giant SAB Miller.
Makhaola said of critical
importance to him was the
practitioner research module he
undertook with Professor Kriben
Pillay, where the emphasis was on
self-study as action research
towards developing leadership
competencies.
He intends continuing with a
masters degree after completing the
final module of the postgraduate
diploma.

for chronic diseases.
The Wellness Day event was part
of a Health Awareness Campaign
initiated by the KwaZulu-Natal
Department of Health (DoH) and
the Usizo Lwethu Clinic run by the
Cathedral’s Denis Hurley Centre
(DHC) in partnership with the
Medical Campus.
Mass was attended by guests
from UKZN, the Church’s Diocesan
chancery and the DoH.
Addressing the congregation,
Professor Joyce Tsoka-Gwegweni,
Associate Professor and Acting
Academic Leader: Public Health at
UKZN, said it was important for
everyone to check their health
status regularly in order to prevent
diseases from progressing to severe
stages.
‘We find that people only go to
the clinic when they are very sick
and we are trying to instil in them a
habit of having their health

checked and leading a healthy
lifestyle,’ said Mr Kimoto Kungwa,
a professional nurse and Clinic Coordinator at Usizo Lwethu Clinic.
The Usizo Lwethu Clinic is
situated at the DHC. The
Emmanuel Cathedral, with the late
Archbishop Denis Hurley at the
helm, played an historical role in
the struggle against apartheid and
the assistance it gave to poor people
over many years. It became a place
of refuge for thousands of
homeless people and refugees from
all over Africa, including many
living with HIV and AIDS and other
affected individuals and families.
Health professionals checked
blood pressure, blood sugar and
weight and also did TB screening,
HIV counselling and testing,
specimen of CD-4 count, health
education as well as referrals for
those found in need of medical
consultation.
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several SRPC staff to explore ways
and means of collaborating further.
In particular, the School is
interested in involving its students
and staff in research related to the
interdisciplinary field of Bible
translation.
Gevers also met and interacted
with the students who received the
Bibles.
The largest Bible society in
Africa, the BSSA was officially
organised in the 1960s but traces its
roots back to the 19th century when
it was linked to the British and
Foreign Bible Society (BFBS)
founded in 1804.
The BSSA, which has its
headquarters in Cape Town, is a
member of the Global Fellowship of
Bible Societies called the United
Bible Societies (UBS).
The UBS is the world’s biggest
translator, publisher and
distributor of the Bible and is
committed to making the Bible – in
print or non-print form – available
and affordable in all the world’s
languages.

Final year Law
student cycling
up a storm
SITHEMBILE SHABANGU
FOR UKZN Law student Mr
Mxolisi Ncube cycling has
become the ‘wind beneath his
wings’.
In his final year of study,
Ncube cycles for enjoyment and
a healthy lifestyle but also to
help the needy.
Ncube joined UKZN in 2002
but was forced to halt his
studies to assist his parents to
put his siblings through school.
His dream to visit Cape
Town came true recently when
he won a 5FM competition to
participate in the Cape Argus
with three time former Cyclocross World Champion, Mike
Kluge.
‘The biggest blessing was
that it was on my 28th birthday.
Mike Kluge and I rode a tandem
bike to raise funds to buy
bicycles for young people in
Gugulethu. This has been
Mike’s project since 2005,’ said
Ncube.
Ncube is part of the Green
Office Cycling team which
assists quadriplegics and other
disabled members of society
who want to ride. He says team
members ride alongside
quadriplegics in KwaZuluNatal and throughout the
country.
‘We recently rode the Tour
Durban with Ari Seirlis, Chief
Executive Officer of QuadPara
Association SA. I really enjoyed
riding for this team – it has
taught me that in life you are
your own worst enemy if you
don’t persevere to overcome
any adversity and live life to the
full every day.’
Ncube juggles studies and
work but still manages to find
time to cycle. He is currently
working at UKZN’s Corporate
Relations Division.
‘While I am still at UKZN I
envision using cycling in every
way possible to enrich the lives
of others. Community
engagement is one of the goals
of the University and I would
like to empower and encourage
the youth, both disabled and
able bodied, to join the fastest
growing sport in the country
and make a difference,’ he said.
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The UKZN Griot
Of illiteracy and illiterates

Students wanted. No experience necessary
KEYAN G TOMASELLI

O

n the route from Tollgate to
campus I pass a B&B
sporting the sign: ‘Guests
wanted. No experience necessary’.
This catchy blurb could well be a
metaphor for UKZN admission
policies.
While we all know that many
undergraduates are near illiterate,
the new strategic plan that imposes
‘targets’ on already straining new
schools, has now ensured that many
of our Honours students are just as
underprepared. The sign that could
accompany the ever-tattier entrance
to Howard College might well read:
‘Students wanted. No experience
necessary’.
While talking about this gate, the
frayed, flapping, red and white
crowd control tape that herds
students to the turnstile flaps in
clear contrast to the new security
guards who are smart, alert and
who now check licence discs
against number plates. Got caught
on that one a few weeks ago!
While the appalling lack of
experience of so many
contemporary students is not of the
academy’s own making as an
exasperated Jonathan Jansen
reminds us weekly in The Times, it
does speak volumes for the state of
education in this country, even as
UKZN valiantly pushes towards
research status. Now, I am one of

those unrehabilitated Marxists who
accept that universities are elitist
social institutions. Only the
obviously literate should be
admitted. How else would we do
research and reproduce ourselves
through new generations?
Illiterates can’t read Marx, but they
certainly can get the wrong end of
his stick, possibly wrecking entire
nations as a result.
Teaching graduate students to
reference, read, write and structure
an essay gets in the way of us
maintaining our top-500 status. The
illiterates on our campuses should
be made literate by other, better
equipped technical colleges that
confer upon their students the
impression of a pass, a pretence of
literacy, and a certificate written
with disappearing ink. After all,
most students just want the
certificate. Let them have them, I
say. The barbarian illiterates should
be kept outside of our august tapeprotected gates. They should be
beating at some other college’s
gates. We’ve got Shanghai rankings
to maintain.
The target-tactic simply means
that more and more students on our
campuses need more and more
remedial teaching, more and more
attention and more and more
counselling. This creates more and
more administration and results in
less and less research time. We all
know that it is the academics and

lower-level support staff who are
plugging the dyke as systemic
operational meltdown occurred
during the reconfiguration period.
The ‘Targets’ located to Schools
twinned with this process are little
more than the filling up of lifeboats
with the bewildered who don’t
know how to steer them, let alone
find stable ground. Until we find
our bearings there is nowhere to go
except to contemplate what to do
with the deckchairs on the Costa
Concordia. Some who show
initiative are swimming for their
lives.
So, now that the campus is tilting
with all the illiterates huddled near
the lifeboats, what is the solution?
While Saunders’ First Law of
Educational Innovation holds that
‘Faculty opposition will stifle
innovation and developments’ – like
dealing with illiterates in our
classrooms - the university’s
remedy is to ensure that at least its
senior staff are literate. It is doing
this by insisting that all seniors
have PhDs. By this means, all staff
must now prove that they can read
and write by requiring them to
publish and supervise. But, then, I
could tell you about some external
PhD theses that I have assessed,
which should be cast out past the
tape beyond the front gate, so
illiterate are they.
The overall effect of the
reconfiguration is a variation of the

Weber-Fechner Law. This Law is
manifested in the You-Have-To-RunFaster-To-Stand-Still Syndrome.
What this means is that thanks to
top management action, to produce
another perceptible change it is
necessary to produce a force that is
stronger than any already present.
At UKZN, this means that senior
appointments with PhDs will
outweigh the many illiterates who
occupy our classrooms. The
question now is how to ensure that
the PhDs held by staff are evidence
of literacy? This is a history that
UKZN has commendably addressed
in trying to keep an even keel.
But when I read HR’s often
incomprehensible communiqués on
when accumulative and other forms
of leave apply, I feel totally illiterate.
Making sense of instrumentalism
in an educational environment
unsuited to the endless
categorisation of our activities,
time and courses renders us all
illiterate, subjected as we are to
management assumptions that
don’t easily match what it is that
academics actually do. Perhaps,
this is the postmodern condition?
The categories that govern
academics reassure the bureaucrats
in Pretoria while strangling
academics in white and red tape.
Problem is, how else to get all
academics to do their jobs? A few
still give truth to the myth that all
academics only work at their own

leisure. Often, this minority is the
reason why management-bynumbers is now the norm.
Writing and reading postmodern
theory requires a sophisticated
literacy, but when students
opportunistically claim
postmodernism, in some cases, no
experience is required by some
supervisors. Such students who are
failed by other, literate, professors,
then complain that their erratic
expression and presentation,
confused grammar and sms speak,
and idiotic referencing is actually
encouraged by (postmodern)
lecturers. No wonder the
bureaucrats are bureaucratic.
Theirs is the only way to make
sense of a world waddling in its own
waddle. Gotta learn the lingo!
Keyan G. Tomaselli is Director of
the Centre for Communication,
Media and Society. He is also the
Research Leader of the School of
Applied Human Sciences thematic
track, ‘Culture, Health and
Communication’. Shades of North
Korea? Shall I insist that my
students now address me as ‘Dear
Leader’?
Disclaimer: The views
expressed in this column
are the author’s own.

Final year Law student cycling up a storm
The dream of
UKZN Law
student Mr
Mxolisi Ncube
(left) to visit
Cape Town
came true
recently when
he won a 5FM
competition to
participate in
the Cape Argus
with three time
former Cyclocross World
Champion,
Mike Kluge
(right). They
are seen here
with 5FM’s DJ
Fresh.

The full article
appears on
Pg 7
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